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Paper Topics

Priya Bhayana: Public Transport Use in the International Context
Lucas Carrico: Light Rail Systems: The Case of Seattle
Charlene Chow: The Effects of the Foreclosure Wave on Minority Homeowners
Ravid Chowdhury: Public Space in New York City
Saul Cohen: Rising Gas Prices and the Urban Landscape
John Eshelman: The Impact of a Professional Sports Team on a Local Economy
Etse-Hiwot Girma: Land Reforms and Privatization of Land
Sara Green: Segregation and Charter Schools
Travis Helterline: Major League Sports Arenas and their Positive Economic Externalities
Melissa Holloway: The Effect of Segregation
Justin Holzwarth: Brownfields
Rebecca Hunt: Urbanization and the Juvenile Crime Rate
Kaishi Lee: How Distressed are Creative Cities?
Richard McLaren: Escaping the “City Without Limits”: Urban Sprawl in Atlanta
Christine Mwaturura: The Effects of the Land Reform Program in Zimbabwe on the Zimbabwean Economy
Karl Nagy: Urban Planning and Development in Pittsburgh
Matthew O’Connell: The Economics of Building New Sports Stadiums
Seo Yung Park: Education and City Growth
Khanh Phan: NYC and its Suburbs
Jessica Samuelson: The Effects of Education and Institutional Policy on City Composition and Size: The Case of Boston
Eli Sevcik-Timberg: Housing Standards
Bin Shen: Capital Cities in the American Urban System